
 The time has come for the full expression of Full Moon ceremony to return. We are being asked to 
gather and remember the old ways of the heart, the call of understanding, compassion and 
connection to beauty. ALL are welcome to join us on the night of the Full Moon, as we gather in 
circle to share our prayers, to pray for the healing of the Earth Mother, her inhabitants, and to 
honor all creation and beauty.  Uniting through the song of the drum, the Universal heartbeat.        

Did you know that the Native Americans named each full moon to help them track the seasons as a 
representation of a time of year and the energies that came with it? July is known as the Full Buck Moon. 
This is the time when buck Deer grow new antlers! This month was also known as the Thunder Moon, 
because of all the storms that would take place in July. 

FULL BUCK MOON REIKI DRUM GATHERING                                                                                               
Tuesday, July 19th, 6:30 arrival and check in; Gather 7:00 - 9:15 pm                                                                                                                                       

On the land of VIP Gallery / 7985 State Hwy 5, Waconia, MN  55387                                                           
$25 per person or $20 per person when you invite and bring your friend(s).                                           

Cash or check please. (Dress to be outdoors.) 
Bring your drum and a chair. We will have some extra drums, beaters and rattles available.  

Final 2016 BOLD SOUL PLANET full moon Gathering is Sunday (Hunters moon) October 16th, 4:00 – 6:00 pm. 

What to expect:   

n Reiki is a Japanese technique for stress reduction and relaxation that also promotes healing. Enjoy 
individual and group Reiki Drumming showers and leave feeling clear, grounded, free of aches and pains, 
refreshed, and uplifted.       

n Shamanic Sacred Seven Directions Ceremony and Invocation. Burning Fire Ceremony. Bead Stringing of 
prayers for the Universe, Planet and all Inhabitants.  

n Experience Alchemical healing and energetic clearing through unique sound healing and didgeridoo, and 
powerful Spirit drums. Journey into a gentle and liberating space of Forgiveness as Process of Alchemy 
through Heart Breath Meditation and simple, effective energy medicine techniques supporting body, mind, 
spirit and soul. 

Hosted by Nina Roberts Salveson, ERYT 500, Reiki Master Teacher, Spiritual Leader and Transformative Coach,                      
Joy Pecchia, Reiki Master Teacher, Spiritual Leader and Transformative Coach,                                                                      

Mark Kiefer, Fire Keeper and Krish Kiefer, Sacred Space Keeper.  

Save	your	space	today!						Nina:	612.910.8030								Joy:	612.227.8922									Krish:		952.442.5436 
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